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A classic work of advice, criticism, and inspiration for aspiring artists and lovers of art "Art when really understood is the province of every human being." So begins The Art Spirit, the collected words, teachings,
and wisdom of innovative artist and beloved teacher Robert Henri. Henri, who painted in the Realist style and was a founding member of the Ashcan School, was known for his belief in interactive nature of
creativity and inspiration, and the enduring power of art. Since its first publication in 1923, The Art Spirit, has been a source of inspiration for artists and creatives from David Lynch to George Bellows. Filled with
valuable technical advice as well as wisdom about the place of art and the artist in American society, this classic work continues to be a must-read for anyone interested in the power of creation and the beauty of art.
This is an account of the wanderings of a spiritualist, geographical and speculative. Should the reader have no interest in psychic things-if indeed any human being can be so foolish as not to be interested in his own
nature and fate, -then this is the place to put the book down. It were better also to end the matter now if you have no patience with a go-as-you-please style of narrative, which founds itself upon the conviction that
thought may be as interesting as action, and which is bound by its very nature to be intensely personal. I write a record of what absorbs my mind which may be very different from that which appeals to yours. But if
you are content to come with me upon these terms then let us start with my apologies in advance for the pages which may bore you, and with my hopes that some may compensate you by pleasure or by profit. I write
these lines with a pad upon my knee, heaving upon the long roll of the Indian Ocean, running large and grey under a grey streaked sky, with the rain-swept hills of Ceylon, just one shade greyer, lining the Eastern
skyline. So under many difficulties it will be carried on, which may explain if it does not excuse any slurring of a style, which is at its best but plain English. There was one memorable night when I walked forth with
my head throbbing and my whole frame quivering from the villa of Mr. Southey at Merthyr. Behind me the brazen glare of Dowlais iron-works lit up the sky, and in front twinkled the many lights of the Welsh town.
For two hours my wife and I had sat within listening to the whispering voices of the dead, voices which are so full of earnest life, and of desperate endeavours to pierce the barrier of our dull senses. They had
quivered and wavered around us, giving us pet names, sweet sacred things, the intimate talk of the olden time. Graceful lights, signs of spirit power had hovered over us in the darkness. It was a different and a
wonderful world
Associando-se a um amplo movimento comemorativo europeu e norte-americano, o Instituto de Estudos Filosóficos, com sede na Faculdade de Letras da Universidade de Coimbra, em colaboração com a unidade de
I&D L.I.F. – Linguagem, Interpretação e Filosofia e com o “Centro de Filosofia” da Universidade de Lisboa organizou nos dias 19 e 20 de Novembro de 2007 um Congresso Internacional comemorativo dos 200 anos
da Fenomenologia do Espírito de G. W. F. Hegel, obra publicada inicialmente em 1807. Por ocasião deste congresso, a comunidade filosófica portuguesa teve a grata oportunidade de se confrontar com algumas das
mais recentes orientações de análise da obra do filósofo, pondo-se a si mesma à prova quanto às suas aptidões analíticas. Aqui se deixa o retrato de um tal encontro, tanto quanto possível fiel ao que foram, na altura,
as exposições dos diferentes autores. In conjunction with a broad commemorative movement in Europe and America, the Institute for Philosophical Studies, based at the Faculty of Letters, University of Coimbra, in
collaboration with the R&D unit L.I.F. – Language, Interpretation and Philosophy and with the “Centre for Philosophy” of the University of Lisbon organized on 19th and 20th November 2007 an international
conference commemorating the 200th anniversary of Hegel’s Phenomenology of Spirit (first published in 1807). On the occasion of this conference, the Portuguese philosophical community had the opportunity to
come up against some of the most recent orientation in the analysis of this philosopher’s oeuvre, putting itself to the test as regards its analytical skills. This volume offers a picture of that encounter, as faithful as
possible to what were, at the time, the papers offered by/expositions of the various authors.
Jean-Baptiste Lamarck was a biological Janus, at once a highly competent taxonomist in a traditional mold and a bold, almost visionary, philosopher of nature who aspired to contrive an all-embracing "physics of
the earth" by sheer force of intellect. Lamarck is generally remembered only for his ideas about the inheritance of acquired characters, ideas he did not originate or take special credit for, ideas that were only one
part of his broad theory of evolution. In this, the first modern book-length study of Lamarck, Richard Burkhardt examines the origin and development of Lamarck's theory of organic evolution, the major theory
prior to Darwin.
Harmonialism, Orientalism, and the Western Roots of Modern Yoga
The Holy Spirit, or, Power from on high
An Immaculate Figure
Automatic Religion
Yoga Mind, Body & Spirit
The Spirit Ambulance
A Sermon Preached in the Church of St. Mary-the-Virgin, Oxford, on Wednesday, March 4, 1863

Outlines seven simple movement principles that form the basis of all human motion, provides exercises to help achieve yoga postures, and
discusses ten ethical precepts to incorporate into a total mind, body, and spirit program.
Selected writings synthesize the teachings and philosophy of the celebrated American painter
St. Ambrose commences his argument by complimenting the Emperor, both for his faith and for the restitution of the Basilica to the Church;
then having urged that his opponents, if they affirm that the Holy Spirit is not a servant, cannot deny Him to be above all, adds that the
same Spirit, when He said, “All things serve Thee,” showed plainly that He was distinct from creatures; which point he also establishes by
other evidence.
Mortal Spirit takes us on a compelling journey from naivete to wisdom, from instinct to heightened consciousness. In an age dominated by
psychoparmocological and solution-focused treatments for human discontents, many of us have turned to spiritual teachings for succor. Yet,
here too, we often do not find the answers we desire. Human development and spiritual evolution are part of a contimuum of selftranscendence. Mortal Spirit is the recognition of our ever evolving nature.The power of Brian Gleason's message is in his willingness to
challenge the sacred cows of both psychology and spirituality. Gleason cogently argues that until we accept the biological realities of our
beingness we will forever flounder in a fantasy world of hoped for immortality. To be fully alive, in this very moment, is the highest
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spiritual challenge. We cannot get there through traditional psychotherapy, or classical spiritual practices alone.Gleason's elegant work
opens us to a new paradigm called spiritual-somatics. Here, we learn that the human energy field must embrace all the potent forces of the
universe in a developmentally appropriate sequence. Both pleasure and pain must be fully experienced on this path. The capacity to "tolerate"
strong emotions is fundamental to self-transcendence. Spiritual-somatic theory suggests that body and spirit must develop in harmony for
personal evolution to unfold.
Shamanic Keys to Reclaim Your Personal Power, Transform Yourself, and Light Up the World
Choreographing the End of Life in Thailand
The Spirit of System
Matter, Magic, and Spirit
The Scriptural Law of Baptism
African and Afro-American Art and Philosophy
What distinguishes humans from nonhumans? Two common answers—free will and religion—are in some ways fundamentally opposed. Whereas free
will enjoys a central place in our ideas of spontaneity, authorship, and deliberation, religious practices seem to involve a suspension of
or relief from the exercise of our will. What, then, is agency, and why has it occupied such a central place in theories of the human?
Automatic Religion explores an unlikely series of episodes from the end of the nineteenth century, when crucial ideas related to automatism
and, in a different realm, the study of religion were both being born. Paul Christopher Johnson draws on years of archival and ethnographic
research in Brazil and France to explore the crucial boundaries being drawn at the time between humans, “nearhumans,” and automata. As
agency came to take on a more central place in the philosophical, moral, and legal traditions of the West, certain classes of people were
excluded as less-than-human. Tracking the circulation of ideas across the Atlantic, Johnson tests those boundaries, revealing how they were
constructed on largely gendered and racial foundations. In the process, he reanimates one of the most mysterious and yet foundational
questions in trans-Atlantic thought: what is agency?
Challenging the dominant scholarly consensus that Nietzsche is simply an enemy of religion, Tyler Roberts examines the place of religion in
Nietzsche's thought and Nietzsche's thought as a site of religion. Roberts argues that Nietzsche's conceptualization and cultivation of an
affirmative self require that we interrogate the ambiguities that mark his criticisms of asceticism and mysticism. What emerges is a vision
of Nietzsche's philosophy as the enactment of a spiritual quest informed by transfigured versions of religious tropes and practices.
Nietzsche criticizes the ascetic hatred of the body and this-worldly life, yet engages in rigorous practices of self-denial--he sees
philosophy as such a practice--and affirms the need of imposing suffering on oneself in order to enhance the spirit. He dismisses the
"intoxication" of mysticism, yet links mysticism, power, and creativity, and describes his own self-transcending experiences. The tensions
in his relation to religion are closely related to that between negation and affirmation in his thinking in general. In Roberts's view,
Nietzsche's transfigurations of religion offer resources for a postmodern religious imagination. Though as a "master of suspicion,"
Nietzsche, with Freud and Marx, is an integral part of modern antireligion, he has the power to take us beyond the flat, modern distinction
between the secular and the religious--a distinction that, at the end of modernity, begs to be reexamined.
Soul is the ultimate expression and experience of African-American culture. The Big Book of Soul is the first popular reference book to
provide an in-depth examination of the source of soul in African culture and how soul finds its expression today. Author Stephanie Rose Bird
takes readers on a breathtaking journey of soul by examining the spirit of animism and how it evolved in contemporary African-American
culture. She explores spiritual practices related to diet, dance, beauty, healing, and the arts, and provides readers with ancient healing
rituals and practices they can use today. Filled with fun facts, practical advice, and ancient spiritual wisdom, The Big Book of Soul is for
any reader who wants a genuine, rooted experience of soul today.
Discusses the case of Reverend Glenn Summerford through the eyes of various people; Summerford was tried in Scottsboro, Alabama, in early
1992 for trying to kill his wife with snakes he handled in church.
The Acts of the Apostles
A Theory of Spiritual-Somatic Evolution
Spirit Hacking
Nietzsche, Affirmation, Religion
The Vine Deloria, Jr., Reader
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Dreams, Consciousness, Spirit
Or, The Design of Baptism Presented and Applied, Leading to an Examination of Its Form, Its Subjects, Its Authority, and Its Relative
Position
Integrative therapy focuses on the mind-body-spirit relationship, recognizes spirituality as a fundamental domain of human existence, acknowledges and
utilizes the mind's power as well as the body's, and reaches beyond self-actualization or symptom reduction to broaden a perception of self that
connects individuals to a larger sense of themselves and to their communities. When it was published in 2009, Integrative Body-Mind-Spirit Social Work
was the first book to strongly connect Western therapeutic techniques with Eastern philosophy and practices, while also providing a comprehensive and
pragmatic agenda for social work, and mental health professionals. This breakthrough text, written by a cast of highly regarded researchers from both
Asia and America, presented a holistic, therapeutic approach that ties Eastern philosophy and practical techniques to Western forms of therapy in order
to help bring about positive, transformative changes in individuals and families. This second features a major reorganization of Part III: Applications
and Treatment Effectiveness, renamed to "Evidence-informed Translational Practice and Evidence." Based on systematic reviews of Integrative body-mindspirit practices, Part III provides a "resource guide" of different types of integrative practices used in diverse health and mental health conditions.
A new companion website includes streaming video clips showing demonstrations of the BMS techniques described in the book and worksheets and client
resources/handouts. Here, the authors provide a pragmatic, step-by-step description of assessment and treatment techniques that employ an integrative,
holistic perspective. They begin by establishing the conceptual framework of integrative body-mind-spirit social work, then expertly describe, step-bystep, assessment and treatment techniques that utilize integrative and holistic perspectives. Numerous case studies demonstrate the approach in action,
such as one with breast cancer patients who participated in body-mind-spirit and social support groups and another in which trauma survivors used
meditation to get onto a path of healing. These examples provide solid empirical evidence that integrative body-mind-spirit social work is indeed a
practical therapeutic approach in bringing about tangible changes in clients. The authors also discuss ethical issues and give tips for learning
integrative body-mind-spirit social work. Professionals in social work, psychology, counseling, and nursing, as well as graduate students in courses on
integral, alternative, or complementary clinical practice will find this a much-needed resource that complements the growing interest in alternatives to
traditional Western psychotherapy.
Recent scholarship has shown that modern postural yoga is the outcome of a complex process of transcultural exchange and syncretism. This book doubles
down on those claims and digs even deeper, looking to uncover the disparate but entangled roots of modern yoga practice. Anya Foxen shows that some of
what we call yoga, especially in North America and Europe, is genealogically only slightly related to pre-modern Indian yoga traditions. Rather, it is
equally, if not more so, grounded in Hellenistic theories of the subtle body, Western esotericism and magic, pre-modern European medicine, and latenineteenth-century women's wellness programs. The book begins by examining concepts arising out of Greek philosophy and religion, including
Pythagoreanism, Stoicism, Neo-Platonism, Galenic medicine, theurgy, and other cultural currents that have traditionally been categorized as "Western
esotericism," as well as the more recent examples which scholars of American traditions have labeled "metaphysical religion." Marshaling these under the
umbrella category of "harmonialism," Foxen argues that they represent a history of practices that were gradually subsumed into the language of yoga.
Orientalism and gender become important categories of analysis as this narrative moves into the nineteenth century. Women considerably outnumber men in
all studies of yoga except those conducted in India, and modern anglophone yoga exhibits important continuities with women's physical culture, feminist
reform, and white women's engagement with Orientalism. Foxen's study allows us to recontextualize the peculiarities of American yoga--its focus on
aesthetic representation, its privileging of bodily posture and unsystematic incorporation of breathwork, and above all its overwhelmingly white female
demographic. In this context it addresses the ongoing conversation about cultural appropriation within the yoga community.
In many parts of the contemporary world, spirit beliefs and practices have taken on a pivotal role in addressing the discontinuities and uncertainties
of modern life. The myriad ways in which devotees engage the spirit world show the tremendous creative potential of these practices and their innate
adaptability to changing times and circumstances. Through in-depth anthropological case studies from Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, Myanmar, Laos, and
Vietnam, the contributors to this book investigate the role and impact of different social, political, and economic dynamics in the reconfiguration of
local spirit worlds in modern Southeast Asia. Their findings contribute to the re-enchantment debate by revealing that the "spirited modernities" that
have emerged in the process not only embody a distinct feature of the contemporary moment, but also invite a critical rethinking of the concept of
modernity itself.
The Spirit Ambulance is a journey into decision-making at the end of life in Thailand, where families attempt to craft good deaths for their elders in
the face of clashing ethical frameworks, from a rapidly developing universal medical system, to national and global human-rights politics, to
contemporary movements in Buddhist metaphysics. Scott Stonington's gripping ethnography documents how Thai families attempt to pay back a "debt of life"
to their elders through intensive medical care, followed by a medically assisted rush from the hospital to home to ensure a spiritually advantageous
last breath. The result is a powerful exploration of the nature of death and the complexities arising from the globalization of biomedical expertise and
ethics around the world.
Head Shots
A Return to Wholeness
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The Wanderings of a Spiritualist
Secrets of Success
Spirit of the Pose
Lamarck and Evolutionary Biology : Now with "Lamarck in 1995"
An Empirically Based Approach to Assessment and Treatment

A black superstar of American dance recounts her exciting life and career, describing her discovery by Agnes DeMille, her frustration with her size and color in a field dominated by petite, white women, and her
collaboration with Ailey. 30,000 first printing. $30,000 ad/promo.
This book examines the history of Western attempts to explain how messages might be sent from the sense organs to the brain and from the brain to the muscles. It focuses on a construct called animal spirit,
which would permeate philosophy and guide physiology and medicine for over two millennia.
A collection of Vine Deloria Jr.'s writings from books, essays, and articles, as well as previously unpublished pieces.
What thoughts crossed your mother's mind the first time she saw you? What dreams did your father hold in his heart? Told from the perspective of a baby in utero whose parents are seeing the ultrasound picture
for the first time. A colorful and inspiring way to instill the message that we are each wonderfully treasured and made. Fun Fact: In early spring 2013, while putting socks on her newest daughter's feet, the author
Ruth spoke out loud, "Look at those toes, where will they go?" In a moment of sheer inspiration, she grabbed her eldest daughter's Tinkerbell notebook, and between folding laundry and scrambling eggs, wrote
the manuscript for this book.
The Animal Spirit Doctrine and the Origins of Neurophysiology
Silent Enemies
Mortal Spirit
The Art Spirit
The Quantum Experience of Self-Reflection and Co-Creation
The Science and Spirit of Real Prosperity
Glenn Summerford's Story
Dodson examines the history of traditional religious practices in the Oriente region of contemporary Cuba.
wide criticism both from Western and Eastern scholars.
SECRETS OF SUCCESS Are you inspired by the Laws of Attraction yet not quite sure how to use their power in your life? Well, you're not alone! This life-changing book reveals the truth about how your
consciousness and energy really work in the world. It's your full life force - not just your individual intention - that creates results. This uniquely holistic approach unlocks your quantum psychology - the deeper
vibrations of your thoughts and feelings - and offers the keys that will open you up to a future of abundance and joy. You will also tap into one of the best-kept secrets of success - your connection with the presence
and energy of Spirit! Learn how to sharpen your intuition and work with your divine experts, messengers, and creative advisors. Discover dozens of simple ways to access the talent of the ages and align your own
energy field with the driving force of the cosmos. The world of endless possibilities is awaiting you. Now is your moment of destiny creation!
The spiritual and religious beliefs and practices of Native Americans and African Americans have long been sources of fascination and curiosity, owing to their marked difference from the religious traditions of
white writers and researchers. Matter, Magic, and Spirit explores the ways religious and magical beliefs of Native Americans and African Americans have been represented in a range of discourses including
anthropology, comparative religion, and literature. Though these beliefs were widely dismissed as primitive superstition and inferior to "higher" religions like Christianity, distinctions were still made between the
supposed spiritual capacities of the different groups. David Murray's analysis is unique in bringing together Indian and African beliefs and their representations. First tracing the development of European ideas
about both African fetishism and Native American "primitive belief," he goes on to explore the ways in which the hierarchies of race created by white Europeans coincided with hierarchies of religion as expressed
in the developing study of comparative religion and folklore through the nineteenth century. Crucially this comparative approach to practices that were dismissed as conjure or black magic or Indian "medicine"
points as well to the importance of their cultural and political roles in their own communities at times of destructive change. Murray also explores the ways in which Indian and African writers later reformulated
the models developed by white observers, as demonstrated through the work of Charles Chesnutt and Simon Pokagon and then in the later conjunctions of modernism and ethnography in the 1920s and 1930s,
through the work of Zora Neale Hurston, Zitkala Sa, and others. Later sections demonstrate how contemporary writers including Ishmael Reed and Leslie Silko deal with the revaluation of traditional beliefs as
spiritual resources against a background of New Age spirituality and postmodern conceptions of racial and ethnic identity.
Miraculous Me
The Serpent and the Spirit
Dancing Spirit
Nearhuman Agents of Brazil and France
On the Holy Spirit
Black Hat Wisdom
Notes, Articles, Fragments of Letters and Talks to Students, Bearing on the Concept and Technique of Picture Making, the Study of Art Generally, and on Appreciation
“This guy does next level stuff. I have worked with him and I have no idea how or why he is able to do some of the things I have witnessed. Science is
just catching up with biohacking. It’s time to start studying spirit hacking and how Shaman Durek can achieve the tangible results he achieves.” —Dave
Asprey, author of the New York Times bestseller, The Bulletproof Diet, Silicon Valley investor and technology entrepreneur In Spirit Hacking: Shamanic
Keys to Reclaim Your Personal Power, Transform Yourself, and Light Up the World, Shaman Durek, a sixth-generation shaman, shares life altering shamanic
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keys allowing you to tap into your personal power. Through new information you will banish fear and darkness from your life in favor of light,
positivity, and strength. Shaman Durek’s bold and sometimes controversial wisdom shakes loose our assumptions about ourselves and the very world around
us. He ultimately teaches us how to step fearlessly out of this Blackout (the age of darkness we are currently experiencing) and access a place of
fierce empowerment by use of tools and techniques of timeless Shamanic tradition. This transformation is both personal and collective; as individuals
step out of darkness and begin to experience the light, we bring our loved ones and communities out of the shadows as well. Shaman Durek inherited a
rich legacy of ancient wisdom and now shares this knowledge for a modern context. He advises everyone from celebrities like Gwyneth Paltrow and Nina
Dobrev to innovative executives such as Bullet-Proof Coffee founder Dave Asprey. Spirit Hacking shatters readers’ complacency, giving them tools to
navigate the tumultuous times in which we find ourselves. We will emerge from this period happier, lighter, and more vibrant than ever before.
Black Hat Wisdom was written as the author's personal guide to achieve spiritual freedom and attain inner peace. Its main theme focuses on applying
metaphysical attributes, without any specific theological beliefs that might constrain an open minded approach to the everyday occurrences of our daily
lives. Its prime intention is to inspire, motivate, and embrace the inner essence of your individuality and the power of your spirit, as the main forces
that provide the answers to what we already know but have most probably forgotten. The book is a very non-conventional approach to unravel the elusive
truths behind those age-old questions of why we are here? What is the purpose of life? Where do we go after death? Why should we believe in what has
been forced upon us through thousands of years of traditions and conventional wisdom? And many other questions which, perhaps because of our practical
ways of thinking, we have failed to consider important.Hopefully by reading each essay more than once you will be open to consider a different way of
thinking - a new way of thinking that could cement your present beliefs or shake them to their core, or maybe help you embrace other ways of getting
closer to the absolute truth or to a truth within which the essential nature is forever changing. Lastly the author hopes that the reader will be
inspired to question everything, with the compassion and understanding that will allow LOVE and PEACE to always lead the way.You are greater than you
think you are.
Acts is the sequel to Luke's gospel and tells the story of Jesus's followers during the 30 years after his death. It describes how the 12 apostles,
formerly Jesus's disciples, spread the message of Christianity throughout the Mediterranean against a background of persecution. With an introduction by
P.D. James
Cordosa, a small village in Brazil's most southern state of Rio Grande do Sul, is experiencing traumatic illness and loss of life from unknown causes.
The population of landless farmers is slowly deteriorating. Jake Parker, ex U.S. Army Intelligence Officer, is assigned as a photojournalist to
investigate the possible causes. What he soon discovers is that he will be watched, manipulated and harassed by high ranking United States government
officials who will stop at nothing to gain revenge within their own ranks. With lives hanging in the balance, Jake finds himself in the middle of an
undetected world of spiritual warfare and a congressional war filled with greed and corruption. As a beautiful young Deaf woman stumbles into the
scandal, the hunt begins, and Jake Parker must figure out how to save her life as well as his own.
Popular Beliefs and Practices in Modern Southeast Asia
Contesting Spirit
200 years after the phenomenology of spirit
Engaging the Spirit World
Integrative Body-mind-spirit Social Work
Inhaling Spirit
An Artist's Guide to Head Drawing

The Holy Spirit, or, Power from on high: an unfolding of the doctrine of the Holy Spirit in the Old and New Testaments. Part II. The New Testament
This book reveals how five distinct African civilizations have shaped the specific cultures of their New World descendants.
This book will challenge long held certainties and beliefs. It tells of the origins, evolutionary journey and eventual destiny of the spiritual energy that is found within all forms of life
and throughout the cosmos. How does that energy manifest within us and other life forms? Does it survive the death of the mortal shell? Is Gaia Theory correct and our planet is,
indeed, a living entity? Does our destiny lie beyond our solar system? This book lays the foundation for a spiritual quest as it examines these ideas and leads the reader towards
the goal of cosmic consciousness. Reading these pages will energise your spiritual mind and enable you to walk towards the light of a true spiritual awakening.
Rosandra White is the proverbial perfect blonde. Exquisitely proportioned, desirable, her pale beauty exerts a powerful and dangerous allure. When she meets her childhood
admirer Jem after years of risky liasons, he finds that she has become a figure of intrigue.
An Autobiography
The Grieving of the Spirit
Spirit & Reason
J.B. Murray and the Scripts and Spirit Forms of Africa
Spirit and Force in Figure Drawing : Sketchbook 2
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Phenomenology of Spirit
Sacred Spaces and Religious Traditions in Oriente Cuba

Providing an excellent example of why folk artists can be appreciated as carriers of knowledge, even if they are unaware of it, this book could change the ways we understand and appreciate American folk arts.
Connecting a sharecropper from Georgia in the Southern United States to a protector and healer in Touba, Senegal, West Africa, the holy city of Mouridism, and the final resting place of its founder, Shaikh
Ahmadou Bàmba Mbàcke, it makes an interesting link while examining the cultural aspects of two very different and yet similar paths of life. Historians and art historians alike will find this investigation of
African American art and folk culture both interesting and insightful. Not only does this book trace the characteristics of art through the African Diaspora, but it also traces Islam through those same diasporic
transportations of colonial exploration and slavery.
Through The Force of The Spirit
Still reading Hegel: 200 years after the phenomenology of spirit
The Big Book of Soul
Representing Indian and African American Belief
Flash of the Spirit
Making the Connections
Spirit and Art
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